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Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 3:59 PM
Subject: Re: City Hall Watch Strikes Again!
Sense is that the evolving record of correspondence for the ongoing public hearing speaks directly to
what's wrong with Vancouver, and the path by which we've arrived at the City's so-called housing crisis.
As my son likes to tell me, I leave too many windows open, and it taxes my computer's performance, but
fortunately it meant that I still had a public hearing agenda open from Monday, that appears to confirm the
later addition of the attached letter of support with 50 endorsements on September 17, 2018 (until 12
PM). -- As per following and attached htm files.

.
Presumably, one could determine (with the City's assistance) precisely at what time the letter was added
to the record. But. of course, the question is, why was it added retroactively? The City will likely advise
that it was simply correcting an oversight. I wonder.
Being reasonably skeptical at this point, I'm inclined to reflect on the outcome of the Character Home
Rezoning Review, and the City's sudden retreat from "the only tool that would help save character
homes". As the attached Globe and Mail article observes.. "Gil Kelley, the city’s head of planning, told
council that he’d received some “very strong” negative feedback to downzoning, as it’s called, and the
option was no longer on the table. After four public open houses, thousands of surveys, and an
overwhelming response that two-thirds of residents
want the city to take action to save character houses, the city has pulled back on the one tool that would
have done it".
Of course, the conversation transitioned immediately from character retention to "Housing Reset", with
Abundant Housing, YIMBY, etc quickly rising to prominence on the local scene, and with related events
organized by the likes of UDI ( http://udi.bc.ca/media-release-sonja-trauss-breakfast-seminar/ ).
So, seems to me reasonable to question why the City might have been reluctant to post a letter of support
from a group of industry stakeholders (presumably including a number that had previously participated in
a so-called "practitioners workshop" on January 31, 2017, notably in the aftermath of broader public
consultation on the Character Home Rezoning Review (
http://council.vancouver.ca/20170307/documents/rr1presentation.pdf ).
Perhaps there was a reluctance to reveal the ongoing influence/lobbying of industry interests?
Perhaps the City underestimated the extent of public opposition to indiscriminate city-wide rezoning of
Vancouver neighbourhoods in the absence of meaningful public consultation? Was the log of written
comment beginning to look lopsided?
Perhaps the City was reluctant to make clear the origin of planned amendments that would further

undermine the retention of character homes?
Probably, it doesn't matter.. The.point, from my perspective, is that the letter make perfectly obvious why
--- despite a clear balance of public support for preserving the character of Vancouver neighbourhoods,
and stemming the tide of unsustainable demolition of existing housing stock that's currently providing a
crucial share of Vancouver's affordable rental housing, while making neighbourhoods more inclusive --the City's current leadership will very likely ram through proposed rezoning regardless of the balance of
public opinion.
In my view, this is exactly the way in which Vancouver's housing crisis has unfolded over the past
decade. In the present case, it's smaller-scale industry interests (in part, grown up around laneway
housing) that are distorting the City's planning policy, but it's the very same dysfunctionality that's
responsible for Vancouver's larger-scale housing ills.
The essential question is whether our democracy is healthy enough to do something about it?
Guy

BTW... Note, specifically..

Was optimistic that there might be something to this, but attached relevant sections from Vancouver
Charter suggest that notices published in local newspapers are likely sufficient

Further, re accounting of correspondence at following meeting link,
https://council.vancouver.ca/20180918/phea20180918ag.htm
I don't recall seeing the attached letter of support with 50 endorsements on
September 17, 2018 (until 12 PM). Perhaps this was added later?

In any event, problematic... presumably, a good sample of the insiders driving the
whole shebang!
Guy

